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1 - The Perils Of That Holiday Season
The Perils of That Holiday Season
The Hooded Claw Was pursuing Penelope Through the lightly snow touched ground.
She made it to a near by abandoned cabin most people used it for Christmas parties but none were
using it at the moment so she went in it hoping the Claw would give up and chase her another day.

But no dice he went in after her but it was dark in there so he could not see where she was
plus it was cold so he started a fire in the fire place
also the light from it might show him where his prey was.
Finally he was warmer from the blaze of the fire so he started his search for her in the dimly fire lit cabin.
"I know You're in here somewhere Pitstop and I'll find you I always do"
He finally found her in a corner of the cabin but neglected to see above her what would be his downfall.
He grabbed her and said Got Ya Pitstop! He wondered why she was giggling and he looked up and now
noticed that they were under Mistletoe most likely leftover from a Christmas party from another year he
was blushing a bit and since both knew the rules of this season she was blushing a bit too.
He thought drat this might change everything but when else would he get a rare chance like this. He
never said this aloud but he did have a crush on her.
Penelope also knew this might change things between them but she also sort of was crushing on him as
well so she might as well take that chance. She kissed his lips so he returned the favor. Both were
blushing now but since they had a nice fire to lay by they decided to tell each other how they really felt
and take those further steps early since it was cold and they found a blanket to wrap around them.
The next morning they got dressed and decided to get married so now Penelope was a December bride.
The End
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